Evo-Lite

Radiant Panels
Radiant panel system
LPHW up to 90°C
Suspended ceiling grid or soffit mounting
Vertical wall surface mounting
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Identification

Description

Introduction

Range

Dunham Bush Evo-Lite is a
radiant heating panel system for
applications where heat-output
demand requires a cost-effective
solution. It realises a simple yet
innovative design, utilising basic
materials with proven manufacturing
techniques. The superior product
finish is complemented by
lightweight construction and simple
installation.

Authority

It is accepted practice and
policy at Dunham-Bush to
maintain exceptional standards in
engineering and quality. To this
end, Dunham-Bush operates a
quality system and is registered as
a firm of assessed capability to
BS EN ISO 9001 : 2008.
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Evo-Lite radiant panels comprise
aluminium alloy sheet finished in a
durable coating, with an extruded
aluminium channel bonded to the
upper surface. Copper tube (which
transports the heating medium)
is mechanically located inside the
extruded channel with special
spring clips. Optional accessories
for hanging are supplied loose.
The main element comprises an
aluminium sheet panel bonded to
an extruded aluminium profile for
locating copper tube. LTHW or
MTHW carried in the copper tube
gives up it heat, which is radiated
from the aluminium sheet.
Insulation is supplied for fitting on
top of the panel to prevent heat
losses from the rear; the insulation
is 50mm thick mineral wool,
aluminium foil-backed and rated as
Class 0 material.
Evo-Lite typically weighs 9.8kg/m2;
it is extremely lightweight, easy to
handle and install. Installation can
be completed without the need for
specialist tools or training.
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Style CG Evo-Lite:
Insulation detail
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Style CG
Typical Panel Run
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Style CG
Panel Types
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Style CG
Typical Panel Arrangements
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Style CG
Installation Detail

HANGING DROP ROD (BY OTHERS)

HANGING DROP ROD (BY OTHERS)
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Suspension Point Positions

(FIXINGS BY OTHERS)

Style CG
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Style CG
Standard Joint Detail

Expansion Joint Detail
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Style CS
Typical Panel Run
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Style FS
Typical Panel Run
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Style WS
Typical Panel Run
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Style CS, FS & WS
Panel Types

PANEL TYPES EH2 AND EJ2 ARE SUPPLIED WITH 22MM CONNECTIONS

PANEL TYPES EF4, EH4 AND EJ4 ARE SUPPLIED WITH 22MM CONNECTIONS
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Style CS, FS & WS
Typical Panel Arrangements
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Style CS, FS & WS
Installation Detail
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Suspension Point Positions
Style CS & WS
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Suspension Point Positions
Style FS
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Style CS & WS
Standard Joint Detail

Expansion Joint Detail
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Performance
Table 1:

Total heat putputs, Watts per metre of nominal panel length
Mean
water
(°C)

Ambient air
temperature
(°C)

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

Rated Thermal Output (W/m)
Styles CG, CS & FS (BS EN 14037)

Style WS (BS EN 442)

2T

4T

2T

4T

16

101

143

124

149

18

94

131

114

137

20

86

120

104

125

16

121

172

149

179

18

113

160

139

167

20

105

149

129

155

16

141

201

175

210

18

133

189

164

198

20

125

178

154

185

16

161

231

201

242

18

153

219

190

229

20

145

207

180

216

16

181

262

227

274

18

173

250

217

261

20

165

238

206

248

16

202

293

254

307

18

194

181

243

294

20

185

268

233

281

16

223

325

282

341

18

214

312

271

327

20

206

300

260

314

16

243

357

309

375

18

235

344

298

361

20

227

332

287

348

16

265

390

337

409

18

256

377

326

395

20

248

364

315

382

16

286

423

366

444

18

277

409

354

430

20

269

396

343

416

Performance equation where Q = rated thermal output per unit area (W/m²)

Q = Kd DT

n

Styles CG, CS & FS

Style WS

Kd

4.144122

4.898243

4.294390

4.927966

n

1.106300

1.158300

1.155300

1.168400

Notes
1. Thermal outputs are rated as defined in the relevant standard and are both radiant and convective.
2. Styles CG CS and FS; ~60% or total output is radiant; Style WS; ~53% of total output is radiant.
3. Outputs for Styles CG CS and FS are rated to BS EN 14037 Parts 1, 2 and 3, BS EN 14037 applies for horizontally mounted panels only.
4. Outputs for Style WS-2T and WS-4T are rated to BS EN 442 Part 2.
5. Performance equation Q = Kd DTn
Where Q = rated thermal output (W/m2)
Kd = output factor, n = output exponent
DT = mean water temperature less ambient air temperature (K)
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Table 3:

Approximate dry masses of Evo-Lite panels kilogrammes
2 Tube
Mass per
metre (kg)

4 Tube

Style

Style

CG

CS,FS,WS

CG

CS,FS,WS

5.2

7.7

7.1

9.6

Note: Masses exclude additional angle brackets used on wall mounted applications

Graph 1:

Hydraulic resistance of Evo-Lite
pipework. Note that water mass
flow rates apply for each circuit
in the system.

Application
General

Evo-Lite can also be mounted vertically onto a wall
surface. Style WS (Wall Surface) is used, which results
in higher heat outputs (see table 1).

Evo-Lite radiant panels are designed for a wide
range of applications, in particular hospitals, school
classrooms, assembly halls, residential care homes and
offices.

Any installation angle is possible. Evo-Lite can be fitted
to sloping surfaces, with the panel axis lying in any
direction ; manual vents are fitted to the highest point in
the pipe circuit. When the installed angle is greater than
10° to the horizontal, style WS heat outputs should be
used.

Style CG (Ceiling Grid) panels can be fitted into a
suspended ceiling system with 600mm grid, positioned
in place of ceiling tiles.
Alternatively, style CS (Ceiling Surface) panels can be
fixed directly onto the underside of a ceiling slab or
soffit.

Comfort Conditions

It is recommended that for radiant heating systems,
comfort conditions are achieved when dry-bulb
air temperature is slightly lower than mean radiant
temperature. The combination of the two temperatures
is the dry-resultant temperature, upon which most
comfort conditions are specified.

Style FS includes hanging brackets for suspension on
drop rods or wire, from secondary steelwork, to enable
panels to be installed at lower heights.
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Selection
The following guidelines are to assist the designer in
deciding the best layout for Evo-Lite:-

8. Water flow rates
To ensure rated heat outputs are achieved, water
velocity in the tube should be such the water flow
is turbulent. This maximises heat-transfer from the
water, through the tube and to the radiating surface.
Water flow rates should also be limited to inhibit
noise and erosion and high pressure drops. Water
velocities should ideally be between 0.3 - 1.0m/s.

1. Heat loads
The total heat load of the room must be calculated in
accordance with recognised practice.
2. Panel run length
The total heat load should be divided by the total
heat output per metre, as given in table 1. This will
then give the require overall length radiant panels.
Note that vertical panels will give greater heat output,
which arises from greater convective heat transfer
from the panel surface.

9. Hydraulic resistances
Evo-Lite utilises 15mm OD copper tube to transport
hot water.To calculate the total pressure drop,
determine the water flow rate :Water flow =
rate (kg/s)		

3. Layout
Panel runs should be set out on a layout plan.
Radiant panels should be concentrated in areas of
highest heat loss i.e. around the outside perimeter
of the room, particularly, near windows. This will
counteract disproportionately high heat losses.
Single or dual circuit runs should be considered
- see Water flow rates and Hydraulic Resistances
below.

Q
Cp x ∆T

Q

=total heat output (kW)

Cp

=specific heat capacity of water (kJ/kgK)
=approx. 4.187kJ

∆T

Obtain the hydraulic resistance from the graph on
page 19. Note that the water flow rate should be
halved if dual circuit panel runs are used (i.e. type EH
and EJ panels)
N.B. circuit length applies for one circuit only.

4. Maximum mounting height
There is no maximum mounting height for
Evo-Lite. However, when mounting heights exceed
4m, the heat load should be adjusted to allow
additional losses of radiant heat incident on walls,
and stratification of air which absorbs some heat by
convection.
5. Minimum mounting height
There is no minimum mounting height for Evo-Lite.
For comfort and safety the following rule of thumb
can be applied:All Styles
LTHW - minimum mounting height 2.4m
MTHW - minimum mounting height 3.0m
Contact Dunham-Bush for further information on
mounting heights and comfort conditions.
6. Expansion joints
Expansion joints should be fitted every 6m in a
straight panel run.
7. Panel runs
Refer to pages 5 and 13 for typical arrangements in
a panel run. Dunham-Bush will prepare complete
baseboard layout drawings for approval.
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Engineering Specification
General

Insulation is supplied for fitting on top of the panel
to prevent heat losses from the rear; the insulation is
50mm thick mineral wool, aluminium foil-backed and
rated as Class 0 material.

Evo-Lite radiant panels shall be manufactured by
Dunham-Bush Ltd, Downley Road, Havant, Hants, PO9
2JD. The style, panel types, lengths, quantities and
accessories shall be as detailed in the schedule or as
shown on the drawings.

Interconnecting panel types shall be supplied with
15mm compression straight couplings for on-site
jointing.

Styles

Evo-Lite radiant panels shall be suitable in the following
styles for the respective application
Style CG

Ceiling grid application

Style CS

Ceiling/soffit surface application

Style WS

Wall surface application

Style FS		

Freely suspended application

Expansion panels shall be supplied with
stainless steel hoses with 15mm compression joint
at each end.

Accessories

Style FS Evo-Lite shall be supplied with brackets (if
specified on the schedule) for suspending from droprods or similar.
Suspension hanging kits are available for rapid
installation, and also as safety wires when panels are
suspended directly by the ceiling grid.

Panel types

Evo-Lite radiant panels, suitable for the required output
and application, shall be selected from the following list
of panel types:EA
EB
EC
ED
EE
EF
EH
EJ
EG

-

Styles CS and WS Evo-Lite shall be supplied with end
brackets and connection brackets for fixing to a ceiling,
soffit or wall surface, as well as end cover plates
and connection cover plates to cover and finish pipe
connections between panels.

standard panel
end panel
connection panel
single (stand-alone) panel
expansion panel
multi-circuit panel
flow connection panel
return connection panel
dummy panel

Finish

Radiant panels, end cover plates and connection cover
plates shall be finished in standard colour white RAL
9010 - gloss level approx. 30% (satin).

Site test and working pressures

Panel lengths

Maximum cold test pressure 12 bar gauge.
Maximum working pressure 5 bar gauge at 120°C.
Maximum recommended safe working pressure with
manual air vents 7 bar gauge.

For all styles and panel types, panel lengths will be
selected from the following list of nominal lengths
600mm, 900mm, 1200mm, 1500mm, 1800mm,
2000mm, 2100mm, 2400mm, 2500mm, 2700mm,
3000mm.

Composition

Evo-Lite radiant panels shall comprise aluminium alloy
sheet finished in a durable coating, with an extruded
aluminium channel bonded to the upper surface.
15mm OD copper tube to EN 1057 shall be
mechanically located inside the extruded channel with
steel spring clips. Factory made joints shall be jointed
and formed using lead free solder fittings to make the
appropriate panel circuitry.
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Construction
Handling

Installation

Storage

Styles CG and FS
Panels are designed for suspension
within a 600mm ceiling grid; where
the weight of Evo-Lite exceeds the
ceiling grid load limit, M6 drop rods
or similar should be used; Style FS
includes hanging brackets supplied
by Dunham-Bush. If panels are
supported by the ceiling grid, then
safety wires should be fitted.

The purchaser is responsible for
off-loading. Radiant panels are
supplied ready for mounting with
accessories and insulation fitted
separately. When a significant
quantity of panels is delivered,
they may be palletised and shrinkwrapped, so a fork-lift or similar
of lifting equipment is required.
Radiant panels and accessories
must not dropped or suffer impact
under any circumstances.

Radiant panels should be stored
in clean, dry indoor conditions.
Packaging should not removed
until installation takes place, unless
damage in transit is suspected.
Upon receipt of product, the
purchaser should examine the
panels promptly and any claims
for damage will only be accepted
if, at the time of delivery, the
consignment note is endorsed with
a note detailing the damage and
countersigned by the transport
company.

Preparation

Style CG panels can be installed
before or after ceiling grids have
been fitted. Styles CS /WS require
suitable wall or ceiling structure.
The designer/installer should ensure
that fixings are suitable for the
appllcation and provide adequate
support. Fixings and hangers are
not supplied by Dunham-Bush.
Pipework to the panels should have
been completed as far as possible.

Reference should be made to a
working layout or services drawing,
which shows how panels are
arranged and connections made.
Please refer to Sitework Instructions
enclosed with the panels; further
copies are available on request.

Style CS
Panels are designed for fixing direct
to a ceiling slab or soffit using end
and connection brackets provided
by Dunham-Bush. End cover plates
and connector cover plates are
used to finish panel joints and ends.
Note that additional braces or
noggins may be required to match
panel fixing positions.
Style WS
Panels are designed for fixing direct
to a wall using end and connection
brackets provided by
Dunham-Bush. End cover plates
and connector cover plates are
used to finish panel joints and ends.
Note that additional braces or
noggins may be required to match
fixing positions.
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Pipework Connections

Evo-Lite radiant panels are supplied
with pipe-circuitry complete;
interconnecting panels are supplied
with 15mm compression couplings
or expansion hoses, as required.
Pipework can be connected to the
panel with solder,
push-fit or compression fittings;
flexible hoses are recommended
to allow for rapid installation and
flexibility.

Prices &
Conditions of
Sale
Prices

Dunham-Bush Ltd do not issue
product price lists, but will be
pleased to supply a written
quotation upon request. Refer to
‘Ordering’ below for guidance on
information required for quoting.

Conditions of sale

Dunham-Bush standard conditions
of sale appear on all quotations
and order acknowledgements.
Additional copies are available upon
request.

Supply
Availability

Evo-Lite radiant panels are supplied direct from our manufacturing plant in
Havant. Availability varies with demand and should be checked at the time
of ordering. Contact a Dunham-Bush sales representative for prevailing lead
times.

Packaging

Radiant panels are packed for storage in dry, indoor conditions. If specified,
each panel will be marked with its own unique stencil reference for on-site
identification.

Ordering

To enable rapid and efficient processing of your order, please refer to the
relevant quotation and/or correspondence. All orders should be sent to the
Dunham-Bush respresentative who provided the quotation.
The following information should be supplied to Dunham-Bush for the
selection and preparation of a baseboard layout (BL) drawing.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Panel style
Quantity and lengths of panel runs
Details of special finish or accessories required
Panel markings or stencil references for on-site identification
A dimensioned drawing with panel runs marked on clearly, with
connections and circuitry shown.

Style WS Evo-Lite: Connection bracket and radiant panel
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Dunham-Bush Ltd

Manufacturer reserves the right to
change any product specification
without notice

Downley Road
Havant
Hants
PO9 2JD
Tel. 023 9247 7700
Fax. 023 9245 3601
Email: info@dunham-bush.co.uk
www.dunham-bush.co.uk
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